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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Paperback. Publisher: Mechanical Industry Press Pub. Date
:2010-09-03. This book is divided into 8. including stamping die design based on stamping die
design. die design bending. deep drawing die design. and other stamping die design. multi-position
progressive die design. stamping process planning in the preparation. stamping die manufacturing
and assembly. This book systematically introduces the basic principles of cold stamping die design.
methods. and mold parts processing equipment. processing methods. In about blanking die.
bending dies. drawing dies. and multi-position progressive die. each chapter has a design
procedure and examples; in about stamping die manufacturing and assembly. the details of the
various machining. CNC machining. EDM characteristics and to the mold parts. The book also
introduces the latest electrolytic forming. ultrasonic polishing. high-speed machining. electric cast-
shaped processing features. This book can be used as vocational institutions of all kinds. mold
design and manufacturing expertise and machinery. electrical and mechanical expertise of the
relevant class materials. also available in mold design. manufacturing and management personnel
to study and reference. Contents: Preface Chapter 1 stamping stamping die design and die based
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ReviewsReviews

This book will never be straightforward to start on reading through but quite enjoyable to learn. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading
this one. Your lifestyle span will probably be convert once you complete reading this publication.
-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM-- Dr. Kadin Hane DVM

This publication may be worth purchasing. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. I am just happy to tell you that this is actually the very
best book i actually have study inside my personal life and can be he best ebook for actually.
-- Frank Nienow-- Frank Nienow
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